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HAMILTON GRANGE RULES ENFORCEMENT SHOW EFFECTS
MOVING IS STALLED LATEST FIGURES INDICATE ''DROPS"

by David Katz, Math '60
Hamilton gnange, an old historic land- The new ruling requiring engineering upperclassmen to maintain an average  

mark, located at 142nd Street and Con- of C in their major field has begun to make its effects felt.
vent Avenue, may soon have a new loca. The figures in the table (below) illustrate to an extent the effect of the enforce- 1
tion. Plans are in the process which will
pave the way for this new site to be ment of these rulings. The columns headed  'Re-registering students" refer to those L-1

students in the School of Technology in the spring term of the respeetive years  
located at, the South-East corner of
South Campus. Presently, plans are who have enrolled in the School of Technology the following fall term; the column #

1 being held up due to several important headed 'cdenied re-registration" refers to those students dropped for scholastic i

problems. (The original deadline was reasons.
The figures pertaining to transfers

for sometime in September.) The com-
mittee in charge of appropriations has School of Liberal Arts and Science or

from the School of Technology to the '.
4

,

* been having difficulty in digging up the
M Business Administration are the result
s: necessary funds. These funds are to be of two factors: voluntarily transferring
8

1

§ used to cover the costs of moving and students, and those who, because of 3
1 caring for the structure after it has been scholastic factors, withdraw from a

, relocated. The school must also receive * Tech course and enr·011 in another divi-

41 definite permission from the Board of sion of the College. Since it is impos-

Education for the use of the necessary sible to obtain a breakdown of the fig-

s area of ground. Once these problems ures into these two categories, the mean-

4

.

4 have been ironed out, the school will ing of those figures is a bit dubious. It  
.... announce a starting date. See story on page 5 is interesting to note that the trend in    

SS
re-registering students for the School of .,i

B

.4
Liberal Arts and Science is opposite to 't

.* SENIORS HEAR ORIENTATION that of the School of Technology, Liberal  '

$:*
Arts showing a rise from 71.2 % in 6

*8*>x by Audrie Sherman, ChE '62 September 1957 to 76.8 % in Septem-

*i

i On Tuesday, September 30, Mr. Schnaeble, the school's placement director, ber 1958. i

*>33

1 I

and Mr. ·Lockum, the assistant placement director, held the first of a series of j ob
Responsible for a small but significant   i

. '1

p

J .1

orientation lectures for graduating seniors. Towsend Harris Auditorium was f iled percentage of the Ter,11 enrollment de-

*%:S
v

i.ks by approximately 130 students.
. cline, the ruling, in two parts, reads as < 3

' j

The purpose of the lecture was to prepare graduates for interviews, j o b hunt- follows:

:$3* ing, and to outline the role of the placement office. ' The Committee on Course and Stand- 1 :

.
Rn Mr. Schnaeble said that its was the aim of the placement office to prepare the ing shall have the authority in its dis-

graduating student so that he may properly attend an interview, now or at a future cretion to require students who do not , i

date. He went on to say that even though the employment situation is not as bright have a combined ,average grade of C or 11

as it, was only a few years ago, Students should not hasten the j ob hunting better in the Chemistry, Drafting, Math-

process at the expense of closing their minds to available opportunities. Because ematics, and Physics courses prescribed 1
lP

of the present situation it is now, more than ever, important that the prospective for degrees in the school of Technology i,j

employee make a favorable impression on the interviewer. It has secured a list to withdraw from the School after the j f
fv

as large as last year's, but not as big as two years ago. They have done their best, completion of forty-live (45) credits. 1,1

at it is now up to the student.
The Committee will make regular j

Tile placement offce charges no fees for its many services, but just requests checks of each student's scholarship with

all seniors to first notify it about all job commitments, and second, once a commit- respect to a C average cumulative grade pl

ment is made to honor it.
in courses in his major field of study.

After the lecture, forms were passed out by Mr. Lockum. These forms are It shall have the authority to require the ,

to be used in advising for and arrangin  interviews. student to withdraw if he does not.main- <I .

&1

It is vital that all graduating seniors fill -out these forms if they have not tain at least this average." j il

already done so, and t6 watch the placement office bulletin board.
(continued on page 6) 7
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THE GREATEST OF * lain) will ti
p rend will iALL FRATERNITIES

- f
The opening of school five weeks 0 1 evening a ]

ago heralded the end of the "Long the Catholi

Hot Summer", and with it brought Glad to

together the members of the "Greatest however, have one requirement for freshman who knows nothing but the had such E

of all Fraternities". membership. A prospective member propaganda fed him by his fellow a couple of

Most of its members had made must be able to boast that he is members. Larry H

vows in August, upon receiving their bleary eyed because he had to stay So here is the " truth in black and dropped tk

transcripts, to absolve themselves from up till two in the morning with his white. Add up the hours that are
articulated

its ranks, but alas the allure was too homework. Less stalwart members spent grumbling about the school student lea

great. meet this requirement by watching and do something to improve it. Join have alwa

The Fraternity meetings are quite the Late Late Show and then signing the various organizations on campus.
was C.C.N

informal, in fact Robert's Rules of their name to a copied lab report. All of them will gladly accept mem- never tak,

parliamentary procedure are never Its meeting place is the North Campus bership. It may be only for the
ignorant p

mentioned. The fraternity is steeped cafeteria, not that it hasn't a branch twelve to two break on Thursdays,
I would u

in tradition; it has many cheers and in the South Campus Snatch Bar. but it will give you a new sense of ASME, St

sayings which are as old as the school During the twelve to two brekik on belonging, of being part of the school.
of a poss

itself. The favorite of these is, boy Thursdays its members gather enmass. The time spent in making this change
50 studend

those teachers are tough, I have no In fact it is often hard to get a seat will not detract from your school work
upper tern

time for anything. Another of the in the meeting hall. During this time since most of the time spent in these cept perhe

favorite saying is, this is a subway they hold what is known as a buffet activities is during those breaks in
On to h

college, a factory, no real college at- Luncheon and Sympathy Hour, in the day which are usually wasted.
ASME's e

mosphere. which each member takes a turn tell- Te put it plainly, if you still want to  Firebird

The odd thing about the Fraternity ing why his lot in school is the worst; ioin the "Greatest of all Fraternities"
meeting a

is that it has no dues, no special the best story gets sympathy. take up smoking, if you don't already, traying F

events, in fact the only time it get What is sad about this whole affair preferably a pipe; the smoke screen shown. S

its members together is during is that this fraternity is non discrimin- it makes may help to hide the truth dream? ]

breaks in the school day. it does, atory, it accepts even the lowliest from you. want to 1
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A week from tomorrow, October 24,
ASME's student-faculty tea will take CHEM LABS
place in the Buttenweiser Lounge of
Finley Student Center. And that ASME MODERNIZED
display case in Lincoln corridor isn't
merely filling space - it's part of a Two chemistry laboratories have been

This box has been donated in membership drive presently in progress. rebuilt and put into student use this fall
sympathy for those juniors who All ASME meetings this term are in as the first step in a one million dollar
are j ust discovering that they don't 5126. program to reconstruct and expand the
like engineering. Vector must be equipped with an ink- .facilities of City College's chemistry

hound. Perhaps it only seems that way, department.

At the October 2 meeting of ASCE, but I can't recall any printed 1natter of A total of 20 laboratories will be re.

Prof. Charles Cunningham, faculty ad. more than one page being published so built and additional laboratories will be

visor, welcomed the new members, and far this term on campus that hasn't constructed to give the chemistry depart-

after the necessary business had been mentioned the engineering magazine. ment approximately twice as many labo-

transacted, a film was shown called And so . . . .. . Vector -would partic. ratories as are presently available, · ac-

"The Builders." ularly like to have some technical arti. cording to Professor Nathan Birnbaum, 5

On the 9th ASCE presented a couple cles for future issues. If you have an chairman of the department of chemistry.

of films on eanth moving and dry dock idea along this line, stop in at the Vector It is the first major reconstruction

construction. If you think that was a office, F331, and speak with Dick program to take place in Baskerville

1 mobile soils lab between Harris and Pauliger or Steve Murray. Hall, which houses the chemistry depart-
--

Goethals last Thursday, you're right. The AIEE-IRE held its introductory ment, since 1907 when the building was

Two weeks ago, Dr. Walter May of meeting on Sept. 25. Faculty members, erected.

Esso Research and Engineering ad- Professors Hanstein, Hunt, Taub and The two laboratories that have been

, dressed AICHE on fluidized solids. (I Wolf were present and spoke to the completed are for use by students taking

realize it sounds hairy, but that's what students concerning the desirability of the first year general chemistry .classes. ,

the release said.) This is a process becoming a member of the organization. New equipment was installed, additional

whereby a solid is finely divided in Paul Kopel, IRE President, welcomed lighting was added, old wooden floors
y

order to obtain intimate contact with a the new members and presented the aims were resurfaced, and modern laboratory

gas, as in the case of a catalyst and and program of AIEE-IRE for the com. workbenches were put in. As a result,
--

> petroleum in a catalytic cracker; as a ing semester.
student work space has been increased

result, the solid displays many of the Next Thursday a group of electrical by 50 per cent. Professor Birnbaum esti-

properties of .a fluid. engineers, C.C.N.Y. Alumni, will lead a mates that it will take another five years

Every Friday from 3 to 5 P.M. 9 for the entire rebuilding program to be
: discussion on the relationship between

coffee hour, with frae refreshment4 is SC}1001 and jobs.
completed;

held by the Nowman Club at the Catholic City College laboratories are in daily

Center, 469 West 142nd Street, between
I suppose it will disappoint quite a use from 8 a.m. to 11 p.ni. for students

Convent and Amsterdam Avenues. To- large gi,oup of students if the conclu. in the day and evening sessions of the

6 morrow Father Mulloy (C.C.N.Y. Chap- sion reached is that there is none. college. The department of ·chemistry

* lain ) will take part, and next week Prof. . The Society of Women Engineers held has one of the largest undergraduate en

r rend will speak on Chaucer. Tomorrow
its semi-annual tea on October 8, in rollments in the country, with more than

evening a benefit dance will be held at order to introduce the eleven entering 4500 students taking chemistry courses

the Catholic Center.
female tech students to some of the each year, and it graduates more chein-

Glad to hear that Alpha Mu Epsilon faculty. istry majors than any other institution

ut the had such a fine turnout for its smoker And now we come to TIIC. (If you in the United -States.

fellow a couple of weeks back. don't know what it stands for, see its In a recent study made by the Na-

Larry Iiauben, president of ASME, bulletin board at Tech Crossroads; I tional Academy of Sciences -National

c and dropped this department a note, which haven't the room to print it in full.) Research Council, the college was ranked

It are articulated the position of too many Phil Seidenberg, this year's Engineer s. first in the nation in the number of its

school student leaders. Speaking of those who Day Chairman, would like to hear from graduates who went on to obtain the

, Join have alwavs felt that member apathy anyone who has a fresh idea for an doctorate in chemistry from 1946 to

mpus. was (S.(1.N2Y:s "illi€1(lie name: 6'I have E-Day exhibit. Just leave him your 1950.

mem- never taken to do battle with these phone number on the TIIC board at The expansion program was under-

pr the ignorant people, but have always vowed the Crossroads. ' taken, according to Professor Birnbaum, t . 'C

sdays, I would until this past meeting of the '1 TIIC :14 planning a pool party this to enable the chemistry department to

nse of ASME, SAE and ASTE * * * * * Out teriA r-(no, not co-ed billiards ! a swim- meet the expected increased enrollment b

;chool. of a possible attendance of 300, only ming party). De ails should be avail- of students taking science courses.

hange 50 students showed up and these were able in the near future. The college has already announced f

I work upper termers." There's little to add ex- There was quite a lively debate a plads for. the construction of a new  

i these cept perhaps, 'and another bit the dust: couple of meetings back concerning the eight million dollar School of Tech-

iks in On to haI)pier things. Next Thursday, advisability and extent of possible in- nology building at 140th Street and ;

/asted. ASME's early-bird film will be the G.M. dustry participation in E.Day. The Convent Avenue, on the college's North

vant to ' Firebird II", and during the regular problem was in defining its purposes Campus. When that building is com-

rn ities" meeting a film called "The Stylist" por- and scope. So far it has been decided pleted, says Professor Birnbaum, the ;

Iready, traying Ford dream-car design will be that some sort of cooperation with in- chemistry department will be able to :

screen shown. So what goes, Chrysler doesn't dustry will be attempted, but what this take over the laboratory facilities pre.

e truth dream? Let's be fair fellows - do you means has not yet been clarified. sently used by the chemical engineering

want to be investigated? STAN GROSSEL department in Baskerville Hall.
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THE GREAT BOOKS PROGRAM LAWYERS' MEETING TH
AN ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM DRAWS SCIENTISTS A Summ,

by Professor Geoffrey Wagner Scientific subjects may well be amen- Leading scientists, lawyers and gov-
able to this kind of treatment. But in ernment officials were invited to discuss

Since there is no comparable program any general education the rote of assign· the various aspects of outer space prob- For the first t
of General Education at the British uni. ments and tests only ensures that your lems at a symposium arranged by the are full pages of
versities, only at what are known there students are going to loathe literature, Federal Bar Association of New York, in the Times, and
as Technical Colleges, it would be rash in virtually their first conscious meeting New Jersey and Connecticut, held at the can feel a bit mc
for a '<limey" to be in any way prescrip- with it. Being forced into it, they will Association of the Bar of the City of past year of re
tive in America, especially when our see it as an experience separate from New York, Thursday, Oct. 9. labor market ha
own oflif'ers spend so much time and their lives and a knowledge different The aim of the conference, to which 1957 was the B
trouble on the subject. But as far as it only in degree, not kind, from the tech- the public was welcome was to lay the

graduates: start!
works at City College, as supplemental nical information they are mesmerically groundwork for an international agree- 11 %, everyone k
to other disciplines, I'd note that the engulfed with every day. Yet the idea ment on the control and use of outer In 1958 while sti
Great Books program is insecure in of literature as a repository of moral slightly, students
idiom. There are roughly two philoso. values has been a patrimony, of the West. space. accept any positi
phies impelling these courses: Great Scott ! when I think of all the William A. Hyman, an internationally

nutty ideas I chased down in Oxford prominent lawyer, chairman of the· Com-
Nothing offeri

1. The student is going to read Hem. libraries for no examination whatsoever mittee on Aeronautics of the Federal success of Janu
ingway and Huxley later in life, - while our students here are driven to Bar Association, who presided at the graduates than t]
so make him buckle down to the library only by teachers, never by meeting, said, 66Because of the compli- ment Office rep<
Homer instead in order to pro·
vide him with cultural criteria for ideas! If a student does feel that joy of cated nature of the new age of space ployment. This

use later in life. (When I was at pure curiosity he will be penalized by and its problems, it is necessary that we questionnaires ,

the system ! I have had several tell me have coordinated teamwork on the part 62 % of the gri
Oxford, as recently . as after the that individual inquiry of their own sim- of the scientist, the lawyer and the as the most relii
last war, no lectures were given
in French literature post.1830; ply means falling behind in their assign. politician."

ment potential f

my English Honours Final in- ments for courses, doing badly in tests,

cluded only one optional question spoiling their A average, and all the
The Aeronautics Committee of the The report sh

rest of the bunkum. In this way we Federal Bar Association sponsored the
as a gauge of

after this date.)
teachers substitute a symbol (a grade) symposium. Cornelius W. Wickersham, employment pol

2. Backs.to-th9-wall. Get the student for the thing symbolized (education). Jr. is president and Theodore R. Kupfer- of town firms
the country. Il

interested in literature somehow,
< It seems to me that. hopelessly over- man is chairman of the board of the other benefits 1anyhow, even if jt has to be with worked as they are, and in a manner organization. cause of the ui

relative trash like Hemingway. that cruelly duplicates the competitiveSlip a modern novel in your sur- Panel participants announced to date to leave New Y

vey course, and if he likes it adult world they will have to enter all

you've won a battle. too soon, City College students cannot were Dr. Serge A. Korff, professor of e The most ho

get humanely educated, they oan only physics at New York University and year was the  

Where I have taught the program else- dash from one assignment to another. United States delegate to the Interna- grads to enter

where, the first philosophy has by and It seems to me amazing that they sur. tional Geophysical Year meetings, who four times as

large operated; here, as witness our al- vive, let alone turn into the genial and was for five years senior scientific ad. lesser salaried

most pathologically generous contempo- mature citizens so many of them are in visor of the Atomic Energy Division of pared to last 3

rary offerings ( after all, technology is their last year here. the United Nations; George J. Feldman, were able to E

committed per se to "Modernity"), our director and chief counsel of the Select received salar
audio-visual aids, and so forth, the em. higher than th

Committee on Astronautics and Space
phasis is closer to the second approach.

industry as a i
Exploration of the House of Representa- in 1957. Ch€

It is so, I suggest, not only because tives, and Andrew G. Haley, who was an increase of
in the Humanitie@_Pourses it has to be - recently re-elected president of the In- Electrical Eng
we are dealing with a tabuta rasa so far .. ternational Astronautical Federation at cal Engineers ·
as any cultural background goe s- but their meeting at The Hague. Mr. Haley the large num
because the American civic university is
an extension of the educational fran- also is general counsel of the American

vice, who acc
about, fifty E

chise upwards. Methodologically, this Rocket Society.
scale, the tab

seems to me operative. In Britain, and tion ghows an
here in the older resident university, the from the 195'
life of the academy is as old as or older
than that of the nation. The very sharp LOOK FOR A correlati

psychological break a British boy makes and success
between school and university is least PIN UP PAGE IN and salary i
paralleled in our Municipal colleges, siders that c
whose weakness is - and the students VECTOR acceptance ir

know it - too close a reproduction of from the firs

the techniques of the High School (the in the secon,
A SOONforced assignment, the oonstant tests, COMING and 35 in tt

that deathly bell, the quickstep to the ceptances nu
subway after class) . Professor Wagner first quarter.
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THE YEAR OF RECESSION EXCAVATION

A Summary of the Placement
, , WORK HALTED

Between 140111 and 141st Streets, sits

O#ice Report for Fal 1958 a square block of sub-level scenery;

SS
b-

·
completely bare, save for an unmoved

he For the first time in months, there 27 in the third, and 25 in the fourth deposit of rock and a seemingly invul-

are full pages of engineering want ads quarter. nerable concrete block assuming the

he in the Times, and job conscious seniors Graduates, in general, were satisfied excavation is the. proposed site of the
dimensions of a pyre-like structure. This

of can feel a bit more secure. During the
past year of recession, the technical with their positions. Reasons most often new Tech building.

labor market had completely changed. given for choice of job were utype of It seems that the contract calling for I

ch 1957 was the greatest year ever for ' ork I wanted," 441()Cation," "pay," the demolition of the library and Drill !

he graduates: starting salaries increased chance for advancement," and '<oppor- Hall made no provision for the removal

tunity to go to graduate school." Some, of the concrete block and surrounding

ee. 11%, everyone knew a job :as waiting.however, had to accept what they con- rock deposits. The concrete block, which
ter In 1958 while starting salaries Increased sidered to be unsuitable positions be- is not solid, but a structure of concrete

slightly, students were more willing to cause of the lack of offers. slabs atid rock deposits, will have t¢) be
accept any position they were offered.

illy
blasted out before construction of the

The results of last term's graduates Tech Building. Bidding for the Tech
Fm- Notliing offers a better image of the
nral success of January, June and August should not cause any pessimism on th Building contract is still going on. Work,

the graduates than the annual College Place. pant of this year 's s:iors fo: as  1  which will include the removal of all
Schnaeble said m his meetlng with

pli- ment Office report on engineering em- . the aforementioned obstructions, will

ace ployment. This year's report, based on seniors last Tuesday, "The recession is commence no sooner than January 1,

we questionnaires voluntarily returned by bottoming out into a slow climb." 1959.

,art 62 % of the graduates oan be accepted ARTHUR APPEL
-G. Nussbaum

the as the most reliable indicator of employ-
ment potential for CCNY students. TABLE I: CHANGE IN STARTING SALARY*

the The report should be used by students 1956 1957 1958

the as a gauge of starting salaries and of 10 0 %

am, employment potential in various parts of AVERAGE CHANGE AVERAGE CHANGE AVERAGE CHANGE

fer- the country. It is well known that out DEGREE MONTHLY FROM MONTHLY FROM MONTHLY FROM

SALARY PREVIOUS SALARY PREVIOUS SALARY PREVIOUS

the of town firms offer more money and YEAR YEAR YEAR

other benefits than local companies be- CHEME 409 + 9% 453 +11% 457 +1%

cause of the unwillingness of graduates CE 386 +11% 422 + 9% 413 -2%

date to leave New York. EE 426 +13% 475 +12% 469 -1%

r of 4 The most hoticeable trend of the past ME 429 +13% 465 + 8% 458 -2%

and year was the .increased willingness of ALL 417 +12% 461 +11% 457 -1%

rna- grads to enter civil service employment; * Includes private and civil employment.

who four times as many alumni accepted TABLE II: TABULATION OF SALARY SCALE
ad- lesser salaried government jobs as com· ACCEPTANCES IN

n of pared to last year. Even so, those who PRIVATE AVERAGE

nan, were able to find work in private firms TOTAL EMPLOYMENT MONTHLY

elect received salaries which were slightly DEGREES GRADS AVERAGE SALARY FOR OTHER *

higher than those of last year's. Private (approx.) MONTHLY RANGE CIVIL

pace
SALARY SERVICE

industry as a whole paid 4% more than
3nta- in 1957. Chemical Engineers enjoyed CHEME 65 480 425.567 410 6

was an increase of 5% , Civil Engineers 2% . CE 89
445 400-520 402' 1

D In- Electrical Engineerst 3 %, and Mechani- EE ·-
254, 491 350-607 383 8

n at cal Engineers ·4%: However, because of ME 146 478 · 390-567 393 8

[aley the large num ber of alumni in civil ser- ALL 554 484 350-607 394 23

rican vice, who acceptdd salaries which were * Includes those who reported inteiition of doing full time graduate work, teaching, military
service, or of accepting fellowships.

about fifty dollars below the private
scale, the tabulation of salary distribu- TABLE III: ACCEPTANCES BY LOCATION

tion ghows an ovel,all drop of a percent LOCATIONS CHEME CE EE ME TOTAL

from the 1957 averages. New York City 7 36 83 27 153

A correlation between class standing New York State 5 7 3 8 23

and success in obtaining employment (excl. N.Y.C. & L.I.
and salary is obvious when one con- California 2 1 12 14 29

siders that of those alumni reporting New Jersey 4 0 17 2 23

acceptance in private industry 78 were , Long Island 0 2 10 7 19

from the first quarter scholastically, 55 Pennsylvania 2 0 10 4 16

in the second quarter, 44 in the third, Connecticut 1 0 2 6 9

and 35 in the fourth. Civil service ac. New England 2 0 10 6 18

ceptances numbered 10 graduates in the Far West 2 1 15 19 37

first quarter, 28 in thcl second quarter, South 4 0 4 2 10
' 'Al
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NEED A S KISLESS STEEL
SCHOLARSHIP ? 17011 . . .

The David B. Steinman Awards were MAIL ORDER SKYSCRAPERS
established to provide financial aid to

T,¢ide-In

the needy and deserving students in the Watch the next modern building going up in your town. Whether it's a

School of Technology. These are loan skyscraper or a low-slung schoolhouse, it will probably be gleaming metal and

grants to undergraduates who need glass and it will rise and shine mighty fast.
financial assistance to complete their Good looks and speed of construction are part of the newest trend in archi.

engineering studies and to graduating tecture - the 66curtain wall."
seniors who need financial assistance to The curtain wall is just what you'd imagine: a thin, lightweight sheet of stain-

pursue full time graduate work in engi- less steel or some other metal and glass, hung up like a drapery on steel girders
and tacked down with more steel. Usually less than a quarter·inch thick (two toneering.

Awards are made on the basis of char- Sve inches counting insulation), the average curtain wall weighs less than ten

acter, scholarship, range of knowledge Pounds per square foot. Each panel supports only its own weight; roof and floors

e and, interests, well rounded performance, are sustained by the structural steel framework. The curtain wall is actually a

and leadership potentiality. glass and metal skin.
Thin stainless steel skins for our

Although the grants range from one buildings instead of bulky walls? Far
hundred to live hundred dollars, the
degree of financial need and the oandi- ... NEW RULING from being an eccentric experiment, the

curtain wall is a well.established con.
date's potential earning power will be (continued 1rom page 1) venience. As early as 1885, the progres-
primary considerations in determining sive Home Life Insurance Company, .,44.

the amount of the grant. The first section of the rule has been 2 X

Applications for an award should be in existence for several years and refers built itself a skyscraper whose curtain y f
walls hung from steel girders. Almost

submitted as soon as possible to Prof. to lowerclassmen taking pre-engineering standard equipment in skyscrapers of
Frank A. Rappolt, Executive Secretary, courses. The newer second section, today, the non-supporting curtain wall
David B. Steinman Award, The City added in 1956-1957, refers to upper- s a $100 million-a-year industry
College of New York, New York 31, classmen. GEStudents should not,b: mis- __ ne likely to triple by 1965.
New York. Each qualified applicant led by the words GMajor Field in the t...0

upon filing of his application will be second paragraph," warned Dean Law- Walk down the main street of Ameri.

asked to appear for an interview. renee Hem. 66By Major Field is meant ca's average small town and you will &r

It is anticipated that recipients of the not only the courses given by the de- find curtain wall designs going up as

grant will earnestly wish to replenish the partment in which the student is regis- hotels, schoolhouses, store fronts, small
fund when in a position to do so, thereby tered, but also the other courses re. ofAce buildings, and warehouses - all
making it possible for future students to quired for the degree, usually totalling clothed in metal and glass.

be assisted. To this end, grants should 76 credits, as listed in the catalogue." Why the boom ? Beauty is certainly 2

be considered as non-interest bearing Grades for upperclassmen are checked one consideration, but there are other'

loans and volunbary debts of honor. once per term to aseertain whether or solid reasons and they all spell good
Applications forms may be secured in not the requirements are being met. The news:

room 201 or 208 Goethals Hall. relatively large number of students INSULATION: Four inches of insu.
dropped or suspended over the past lation- within a curtain wall skin will do p

GGOne of our Editors is a Brother"
summer, as compared with those a better job than 16 inches of brick. 51
dropped or suspended at the beginning Result: lower heating and air condition.

'Tis a shame some lower-classman of the Spring terms resulted from the ing bills, greater comfort.
missed the Sigma Beta Phi Smoker last fact that more time is available during SPEED OF ERECTION: One stain-
Friday night; everyone had a grand the summer for checking of records, less panel - prefabricated, pre-insu-
time. Sigma Beta Phi is one fraternitY while only a cursary inspection is made · lated, pre-finished - quickly bolted in
where the individual counts. Non-hazing during the Fall-Spring intersession. It place, can do the same job as hundreds
and non-sectarian, this fraternity is com- should be emphasized, however, that of bricks laid one at a time by hand.
posed of Tech and non-Tech members anytime an engineering student dips be- Many curtain wills are installed fromwho aid each other in all around social
and intellectual development. (continued on page 8) the inside of the building, thus eliminat-

ing the need for outside scaffolding or
old-fashioned dependence on, weather.

Re-registering Denied MORE RENTING SPACE: Since cur.

Category Students Re-registration Transfers tain walls take less space, and support.
ing girders are thinner because there's

Year less to support - more floor area is
available. And the extra windows gen.

Fall erally used with curtain walls add to
(Sept.) 76.5% 3.3% 5% apparent spaciousness, and provide more
1957 light than masonry designs.

MAINTENANCE: Cod is down
Fall sharply, since stainless steel washes

(Sept.) 71.7% 3.8% 9.6%
1958 (continued on page 8)
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TRADE-IN
B R I E F C A S E S A L E WE INVITE YOU

18 Bring In any Bug or Binder with a zipper - no matter how torn It h - io visi  our neW
Trt,de-In Value $1.00 toward purchase of a NEW Brief Bag.

It'S 8   CONLY ONE TRADE-IN PER PURCHASE)

d and
REFERENCE BOOK

archi. smart buy for a busy guy ... mz DISPLAY  
stain.

· 1
''

</ Through a cooperative arrange. f

Etwo to
ment with McGraw-Hill Book

floors ./.4
Co., we have established a spe-

ially a '
cial display of reference books

r.6 : 'H
.in the general fields of.Science,

1 Far

Social Science, Education, En-

:nt, the BRIEF BAG (
gineering. This display includes

d con.
8 - books useful to college students,

graduate students, research
rogres-
,mpany

workers, and faculty members.

curtain
V*

. . . . . .

Almost
We receive new books, as pub-

jers of 12,  . 3 04#,7, ,  ' 1
in wall 4 4 p) lished, for inclusion in the dis-

ndustry
jil<111  Il . Il I, 111111#,111'ill,i# Ill'll' 1 il 'Ii' IllI 1111 1 .

play.

1 1 111 :L   i  ,il, i i:2 : 1 '  ,

OU Will
up as

s, small
<

- all
i  Lima.ke,i Spectacular!

:ertainly Perfect case for dny man "on the

·e other   tOOMS like leather... move". Roomy enough to hold Schae#er's
.

:11 good FEELS like leather ence. So handsome, our TuFIDE CARTRIDGEsamples, catalogs and correspond-

Brief Bag is "at home" in an execu-

of insu- OUTWEARS feather 5 toi... roughest abuse-always looks like
ftive office TUFIDE takes the FOUNTAIN PEN

  will do
new. Patented Lifetime Edge pro-

(Plus Five Refills)

Prices
f brick.

tects the case at points of greatest
,

Start al $6=50 new TUFIDE buRineSS CRECS.mdition-
Regular Retail Price:wear. See our big selection of smart

Pen .e'....,4. $2.95

ie stain-
pre-insu.

Cartridge Pack .. .50

,olted inlundreds L-P RECORDS SALE Total Value $3.45

,y hand. * (Both Monaural and Stereophonic)
ed from
eliminat. 30% Discount On All Labels Student
dding or No need to ioin a record club
eather. (Same price regardless of quantity) Special Kit 1 /.

dnce cur.

support. SPECIAL OFFER: JOHNNY MATHIS'
11

le there's LATEST - "SWING SOFTLY" ONLY All for only 75c 1

' area is
ows gen-

• Available Exclusively at

5 add to
Your Bookdore I

Tide more HI=Fl EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE
, 1

s down
washes p CITY COLLEGE STORE

, 'R

' .<'/.

' "/'
'.

i d
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SPORTS...
... Stainless Steel OH COME NOW  6 The season is just a few weeks old and (continued from page 6)

,

< ..t<M/'49,9,/ el -•; '.*r  lilli.

already AIEE has established itself as 644  . U.'t ::'   ' , 4
%: 1 5

the team to beat. The EE's have chalked clean in the rain and will never rust or { :f 1 *):-: 6. - 40 $
1/.1' , / ; I

6/%88,3.tift{'.:.1 1. .. '1 , , '31.: ' ' .up victories over AICHE and ASCE in corrode.
T<L: , f

convincing style. :%231=2,144:5' .'..

62·' 6 51 .COST: As mass production of panels t'*1.:r:.i?«.*,.. . *?10 , 4
Ih the season's opener, the EE's won cuts costs still further, it will become t*.' ,- ·>W' . 101 ..rft9 *.174' '...

over the Chem E's 49.42; AIEE led by more practical for communities to build i- 4 : . 8 %; 2, I

11 at the half,  ,parked by the Walter those long.needed new schodl buildings, , Pli..'
I

.:.g

N .2 SCHI
Cascell and Larry Seciniaz. AICHE hospitals and other public structures. r  , 0

-a>'4' · " ./ b :

rallied in the second half but could not Store owners and private industry, of
; w'k#'.-, '...,„4 -, ' 'f6, 1 1 VOL. I

catch the league leaders. Aaron,Fier- course, will also benefit.stein scored 10 of his 16 points in this ':< . . , *AR b . , I
."7. Il'. '.

half to win scoring hbnors for the game. Unlike many materials, solid stainless
Walt Cascell led the winners with 14 steel can't be worn away by the grit and 5    #22 >  : © · „
tallies. dust particles continually blown against ·

The scheduled contest between ASCE buildings. '

and ASME could not be played as TauFew municipal building codes still
neither team was able to put 5 starters hew to the old fashioned line that a wall Z t. tion wa
on the court. is a (stone or brick) wall and a window   ,      on Oct

In the second week of play, AIEE won is a window. A few ancient codes - un- five M,
its second straight to move into undis- changed for- decades--insist on masonry L ter Pol
tputed possession of first place. The EE's walls or specify that curtain walls must i:*I i- 1: :Ii&.. .11*v$i7::#* ,

. . 1

, , Univer
walloped ASCE 63-42; the victors started have expensive masonry backing. Many 1,.,75:E  ··**,lp '  . and th
off with hot hands and led 32-20 at inter- :

were o
mission. The second half was similar to ., 2. 9

lion'EAthe first as the EE's poured it on to win
. . ,

/=., , 1
wete r*going away. Jack Stein dominated the „ -" # ri Tau'. , R:boards and rang up 20 points for AIEE. ,,

Dave Marek contributed 14 points for ing ho
at Lehthe CE's in a losing game. .1 I ip . . " - , « - .

' Ip sylvaniIn the other game ASME handed win-

less AICHE their second loss in a row 1 You're not that busy.
underg

51-39; dropping the Chem E's into the
gineeri
and o

cellar. The losers were never in the , .   =:0=¤= JOIN TECH NEWS Studengame as the ME's built up a 28-12 half- L v
time lead and coasted home easily to f , 1 -Fl94 ¥ the ch

gain the victory. Al Chasen led ASME : > 27 lu.'fil R ( schol
soorerers with 13 points. Aaron Fier- ·   - F l .1 classes9 . ,

stein registered 20 in the second half . . . NEW RULING to thei
for the Chem E's in a brilliant individual 4 . * on th,

( continued from page 6) ementlperformance. His game total of 28
markers maintained his position as high «\ low a total zero for his engineering Af
scorer in the league. - courses, he is in danger of being progra

dropped. Students may be placed on presenThe schedule: Good looks and speed of construction probation if their deficiency is small winne
October 16 „ ASCE vs AICHE are part of the newest trend enough to warrant it, but this is a deci- Award

ASME vs AIEE sion that must be made by the Com- compe
in architecture.

October 23 ASCE vs AIEE mittee on Course and Standing, since chapte
ASME vs AICHE a building inspector is a little non- the procedure as set forth in the rules is and h

plussed by the problem of how to clas- to drop the deficient student. Califo
Aaron Burstein sify a windowless metal wall or a wall- Any student in doubt of his or her sity, 1

less window panel. scholastic status with respect to the new Unive
rules is advised to consult the School of versit'

These are part of growing pains, of Technology Bulletin for 1958-1959 or ValMISS PEACH vantages inherent in modern building S 118. cussio
course. But if we're to realize the ad- visit the Office of Curricular Guidance, Conve

materials and dynamic new building for 1IS C'OMI'NG concepts, if we're to keep our main projec
streets smart, our schools modern - old City College exchaDetails in next issue fashioned codes must be given a new whornlook. They should permit and encourage Barber Shop $1.00 groupCITY COLLEGE the full enj oyment of modern techno- 4 Barbers - No Waiting Th,
logical developments. Only thus canSTORE these new building concepts become a 1616 AMSTERDAM AVENUE of TI

OPPOSITE CITY COLLEGE honor, part of our daily lives.


